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a b s t r a c t

A general multidimensional, multispecies, heterogenous biofilm model is developed using the balance
equations. Multidimensional effects are studied by taking limiting scenarios towards lower dimensional
analogs, as well as studying the effects of changing biofilm surface geometries. Error maps are developed
suggesting when single-dimensional models give an accurate representation of biofilm growth, and when
multidimensional effects are substantial. A porous media model is studied, where the bacteria Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa is modeled to grow in a packed porous bed of spheres. It is found that under most
circumstances, single-dimensional models predict very similar growth rates as compared to their multi-
dimensional analogs. However, under some conditions the multidimensionality can have a significant
effect in the model’s predictions. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first work which develops
error maps detailing multidimensional effects of biofilm growth.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Biofilms are communities of bacterial cells that are adherent to
surfaces and are protected by a self-created extracellular polymeric
substance. Free floating, planktonic bacteria can exhibit very differ-
ent traits when compared to the same species of bacteria inhabit-
ing a biofilm. In order for a biofilm to develop, a bacterial cell must
adhere to a surface. From this point, other planktonic cells may at-
tach to this initial cell, or instead they may also attach to the sub-
stratum. The attached bacteria then grow and divide, increasing
the communal population of the biofilm. Through the use of quo-
rum sensing, the bacteria can communicate their population and
coordinate activation of various traits.

It is common for different species of bacteria to live together
and compete for nutrients and space, thus multispecies and multi-
substrate effects are important attributes to include in the devel-
opment of comprehensive biofilm models. There exists a diverse
set of methods used to model these interactions, with the most
popular being to model the biofilm using continuum mechanics
[1–5], individual-based models [6–8], cellular automaton [9,10],
and combinations there-of [11,12].

Earlier work in biofilm modeling led to fairly simple yet power-
ful one dimensional continuum models, with one dimensional
growth occurring orthogonal to the substratum [1,13,14]. One
dimensional continuum models can have the ability to capture
important effects, such as species competition for space and nutri-
ll rights reserved.
.034
ents, which leads to a globally heterogenous biofilm structure [1].
Biofilm heterogeneity is a result of different species having differ-
ent nutrient uptake rates, different growth rates and different EPS
production rates. Heterogeneity in nutrient concentration is also
captured in these one dimensional models, in part since different
nutrients have different diffusion rates as well as different con-
sumption rates. These are very important effects, which can be
captured in one dimension.

Drawbacks to one dimensional models are that, for some cases
which constitute a smaller subset of available scenarios, spatial
heterogeneities do not necessarily occur only in the direction
orthogonal to the substratum, but instead growth and diffusion
processes can also occur parallel to that plane. If a spatial gradient
exists in the nutrient concentration in the horizontal direction,
then one would have a horizontal component of the nutrient flux.
This would also result in bacterial species growing along this gra-
dient, leading to a heterogeneous distribution of bacterial species
in the horizontal direction within the biofilm. The impact of these
types of growths needs to be assessed.

For example, in nutrient limited regimes and under conditions
with sufficiently large mass transfer boundary layers biofilm fin-
gering formation can occur [2,3], which is a multidimensional ef-
fect. This complex surface geometry affects nutrient diffusion
processes, which itself affects species growth rates. By using one-
dimensional models one is ignoring the effects of the surface
geometry.

A second example of a multidimensional system is seen in a
partially mixed multispecies system. One would expect to see spa-
tial heterogeneities of bacterial species in the vertical as well as
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Nomenclature

Dependent variables
qs = qs(x, y, z, t) density of species s
vs = vs(x, y, z, t) volume fraction of species s
Cn = Cn(x, y, z, t) concentration of nutrient n
S
*

¼ u
*
ðx; y; Zðx; y; tÞÞ parametric form of surface

u
*
¼ u

*
ðx; y; z; tÞ biofilm expansion velocity

U = U(x, y, z, t) biofilm expansion potential

Reaction rates
gs = gs(x, y, z, t) growth rate for species s
rn = rn(x, y, z, t) reaction rate for nutrient n

Scaling factors
Lx domain width in x-direction
Ly domain width in y-direction
Z = Z(x, y, t) functional form of surface
s characteristic time scale

Constants
q�s density of species s
Dn constant scalar diffusion coefficient for nutrient n
k biomass detachment coefficient
ls growth rate of species s
Ks

n monod saturation constant for species s and nutrient n
bs endogenous rate constant for species s
ks inactivation rate constant for species s
Ys biomass yield for species s
as conversion factor for species s
CnB bulk fluid concentration for nutrient n
i stoichiometric factor – EPS/Pa
k stoichiometric factor – Gl/O2

Dimensionless variables
x0 dimensionless x-variable
y0 dimensionless y-variable
z0 dimensionless z-variable
t0 dimensionless time-variable
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horizontal directions, and considering different bacterial species
have different growth and consumption properties, these hetero-
geneities can lead to multidimensional species competition [2,6].

It is the purpose of this work to study and assess these multidi-
mensional characteristics, their absolute influences on net growth
rate, and finally to develop error maps which can be used to sug-
gest when multidimensional characteristics are necessary for accu-
rate prediction of biofilm growth.

2. Governing equations

The derivations of the governing equations have been influ-
enced by previous work [1,2,4,5]. The biofilm is assumed to live
in three spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension, i.e.
R3 � R.

The biofilm is assumed to have continuous properties and
growth will follow the continuity equation. Since biofilm expan-
sion is convection dominated, for bacterial species s:

@qs

@t
þr

*

�ðu
*

qsÞ ¼ gs ð1Þ

The dependent variables are defined such that qs is the density of
species s, gs is the growth rate of species s, and u

*
is the biofilm

expansion velocity. If it is assumed that the density of species s
across the biofilm domain is constant q�s 2 R, then qs ¼ q�svs, where
v s is the volume fraction of species s in the biofilm. The biofilm
growth equation becomes:

@v s

@t
þr

*

�ðu
*

vsÞ ¼
gs

q�s
ð2Þ

Using the fact that
P

sv s ¼ 1; one finds:

r
*

� u
*
¼
X

s

gs

q�s
: ð3Þ

The growth equations can then be simplified to:

@v s

@t
þ u

*
� r
*

v s ¼
gs

q�s
� v s

X
i

gi

q�i
ð4Þ

Nutrient concentration for nutrient n within the biofilm is diffusion
dominated and can be presented as:

@Cn

@t
¼ Dnr2Cn þ rn ð5Þ
The dependent variables are defined such that Cn is the nutrient
concentration for nutrient n and rn is the reaction rate. Since diffu-
sion processes occur much faster than biofilm growth processes,
and we are interested in biofilm growth processes, one may assume
that the nutrient concentration has reached steady state over bio-
film growth process time scales [15].

Dnr2Cn þ rn ¼ 0 ð6Þ

An order of magnitude argument can be made to justify this
approximation. Diffusion coefficients of nutrients within biofilm
are of order D � 100� 10�6 m2=days while lengths scales of biofilm
are of order l � 10�3 m, which imply that nutrient diffusion veloci-
ties within biofilm are of order vD � D=l � 10�1 m=days. Further-
more, biofilm grow to length scales of order l � 10�3 m in
t � 10 days; which implies that biofilm growth velocities are of or-
der vG � l=t � 10�4 m=days. Thus diffusion velocities are 3 orders of
magnitude greater than growth velocities, implying that the steady
state approximation of nutrient diffusion is valid.

The parametric form of the biofilm surface S
*

ðx; y; tÞ ¼
ðx; y; Zðx; y; tÞÞ is related to the expansion velocity as follows:

@ S
*

@t
¼ u

*
jz¼Z ð7Þ

The integral form of this differential equation is:

S
*

¼ So

*

þ
Z t

0
u
*

dt ð8Þ

Onewayinwhichshearingforcescanbeincorporatedintothemodelis
by modifying the differential equation for the biofilm surface [1]:

@ S
*

@t
¼ u

*
jz¼Z � kZ2ẑ ð9Þ

where k is a constant specifying the relative strength of shearing
forces.

The governing equations can be simplified by assuming irrota-
tional growth [2,3]. The expansion velocity may then be taken as
the negative gradient of a scalar potential u

*
¼ �r

*

U. The govern-
ing equations in the final, coordinate-free form can be presented
as:

@vs

@t
�r

*

U � r
*

v s ¼
gs

q�s
� v s

X
i

gi

q�i
ð10Þ
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Dnr2Cn þ rn ¼ 0 ð11Þ

r2U ¼ �
X

i

gi

r�i
ð12Þ

S
*

¼ S
*

o
�
Z t

0
r
*

Udt ð13Þ

For all of the equations, the boundary conditions are assumed to be
periodic in the horizontal directions and no-flux at the substratum.
For the nutrient equations, a constant bulk fluid nutrient concentra-
tion is taken at the surface of the biofilm. For the potential equation,
because of the gauge freedom associated with defining a potential,
we define the potential at the biofilm surface to be zero.

3. Analysis and solution methodology

One of the major difficulties associated with multidimensional
biofilm modeling is tracking the moving boundary and defining a
boundary condition on this dynamically changing boundary. The
method used here is to solve the sets of equations in a specifically
chosen curvilinear coordinate space, chosen such that the gener-
ally varying biofilm surface boundary will be constant in the new
coordinate space. Thus some of the difficulties associated with
defining a boundary condition on the oddly shaped, dynamically
moving biofilm surface will not be problematic. A second method
often employed for tracking the moving boundary is by solving
the equations within a level-set framework [2,3,16].

A significant advantage to defining the boundary conditions in
this new coordinate space is that one is able to study biofilm growth
over large changes in length scales. This is clearly appropriate to bio-
film modeling because biofilm start as individual bacteria, which
have length scales on the order of micrometers, and they can grow
to become entire biofilm communities, which have length scales on
the order of millimeters, which is a change of three orders of magni-
tude. A disadvantage of using this solution method is that since one is
working in a curvilinear coordinate system, three-dimensional sim-
ulations can take much longer to finish. After the calculations are
done in the curvilinear space, one must then convert back to Euclid-
ean space to make physical sense of the results. The derivation of the
coordinate transformation is presented in three spatial dimensions,
however the two dimensional derivation is completely analogous.

If Lx and Ly are the widths of the domain, Zðx; y; tÞ the biofilm
surface, and s the characteristic time scale, then define the coordi-
nate mapping as follows:

x0 ¼ x
Lx

ð14Þ

y0 ¼ y
Ly

ð15Þ

z0 ¼ z
Zðx; y; tÞ ð16Þ

t0 ¼ t
s

ð17Þ

Finding the new derivative operators requires knowledge of the
Jacobian matrix @

@xa ¼ Jb
a

@
@x0b ; a; b ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. Einstein summation

notation is used, where a repeated index implies summation and
@
@xa ¼ @a is written for brevity. The new derivative operators are:

@

@x
¼ 1

Lx

@

@x0
� z0

Lx

@x0Z
Z

@

@z0
ð18Þ

@

@y
¼ 1

Ly

@

@y0
� z0

Ly

@y0Z
Z

@

@z0
ð19Þ
@

@z
¼ 1

Z
@

@z0
ð20Þ

@

@t
¼ 1

s
@

@t0
� z0

s
@t0Z

Z
@

@z0
ð21Þ

In the new coordinate space, the Laplacian operator expands to the
following:

r2 ¼ 1
L2

x

@2

@x02
þ 1

L2
y

@2

@y02
þ 1

Z2 1þ z0
@x0Z
Lx

� �2

þ @y0Z
Ly

� �2
 ! !

@2

@z02

� 2
z0

L2
x

@x0Z
Z

@2

@x0@z0
� 2

z0

L2
y

@y0Z
Z

@2

@y0@z0

þ z0

Z2

2ð@x0ZÞ2 � ð@2
x0ZÞZ

L2
x

þ
2ð@y0ZÞ2 � ð@2

y0ZÞZ
L2

y

 !
@

@z0
ð22Þ

With the derivative operators defining the new vector space, the ini-
tial and boundary conditions may be set. For brevity the boundary
conditions are defined in terms of the Euclidean derivative operators
instead of the derivative operators found to describe the new space.

@v s

@t
�r

*

U � r
*

vs ¼
gs

q�s
� vs

X
i

gi

q�i
I:C: v sðx0; y0; z0; 0Þ ¼ vs0ðx0; y0; z0Þ
B:C: v sð0; y0; z0; t0Þ ¼ v sð1; y0; z0; t0Þ;

vsðx0; 0; z0; t0Þ ¼ v sðx0; 1; z0; t0Þ; @v s

@z
ðx0; y0; 0; tÞ ¼ 0 ð23Þ

Dnr2Cn þ rn ¼ 0
B:C: Cnð0; y0; z0; t0Þ ¼ Cnð1; y0; z0; t0Þ;
@Cn

@x
ð0; y0; z0; t0Þ ¼ @Cn

@x
ð1; y0; z0; t0Þ

Cnðx0; 0; z0; t0Þ ¼ Cnðx0; 1; z0; t0Þ;
@Cn

@y
ðx0; 0; z0; t0Þ ¼ @Cn

@y
ðx0; 1; z0; t0Þ

Cnðx0; y0; 1; t0Þ ¼ CnB;
@Cn

@z
ðx0; y0; 0; t0Þ ¼ 0 ð24Þ

r2U ¼ �
X

i

gi
r�

i

B:C: Uð0; y0; z0; t0Þ ¼ Uð1; y0; z0; t0Þ;
@U
@x ð0; y0; z0; t0Þ ¼ @U

@x ð1; y0; z0; t0Þ
Uðx0; 0; z0; t0Þ ¼ Uðx0; 1; z0; t0Þ;
@U
@y ðx0; 0; z0; t0Þ ¼ @U

@y ðx0; 1; z0; t0Þ
Uðx0; y0; 1; t0Þ ¼ 0; @U

@z ðx0; y0; 0; t0Þ ¼ 0

ð25Þ

S
*

¼ S
*

o
�
R t

0r
*

Udt

I:C: S
*

0
¼ ðx; y; Zðx; y; z; 0ÞÞ

ð26Þ

The covariant transformation maps the irregularly shaped biofilm do-
main onto a square domain in a curvilinear coordinate space. Fourth
order accurate finite differencing approximations were applied to
these sets of equations on a uniform fixed grid and programmed in
Mathematica. The first step of the computational scheme was to ini-
tialize the surface of the biofilm and volume fractions of the biofilm
species. Subsequent steps were to iteratively calculate in time the
changing surface, volume fractions, nutrient concentrations and po-
tential. The surface and volume fraction equations were solved explic-
itly, while the nutrient and potential equations were solved implicitly.
Simulations were run on a PC with an Intel Core i7 processor. Two
dimensional simulations took up to 5 min to finish, while three
dimensional simulations took up to 40 h to finish.



Fig. 1. Comparison between 1D and 2D biofilm growth with variable domain sizes; (a) biofilm growth, (b) relative differences.

Fig. 2. Biofilm growth over variable domain sizes; (a) interpolation of relative differences between 1D and 2D simulations, (b) illustration of 2D and 3D domain sizes and
aspect ratios.

Fig. 3. 2D biofilm growth with variable initial surface perturbation amplitude; (a) visual with surface structure, (b) mean biofilm growth.
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4. Biofilm model

4.1. Three species

Solutions were found for a representative biofilm model com-
posed of Heterotrophic bacteria, Autotrophic bacteria and EPS
[1,2,4]. Heterotrophic and Autotrophic species consume Glucose
and Ammonium, respectively, and they both consume Oxygen.
The biofilm growth kinetics are described by monod expressions.
For brevity, Heterotrophic, Autotrophic and inert species are de-
noted by H, A and I, respectively, and Glucose, Ammonium and
Oxygen, are denoted by Gl, Am and O2, respectively. Parameter
constants can be found in Wanner–Gujer [1].

gH¼lHq�HvH
CGl

KH
GlþCGl

CO2

KH
O2
þCO2

�bHq�HvH
CO2

KH
O2
þCO2

�kHq�HvH ð27Þ
Fig. 4. Comparison between 2D and 3D biofilm growth with variable domain sizes a
gA ¼ lAq
�
AvA

CAm

KA
Am þ CAm

CO2

KA
O2
þ CO2

� bAq�AvA
CO2

KA
O2
þ CO2

� kAq�AvA

ð28Þ

gI ¼ kHq�HvH þ kAq�AvA ð29Þ

Nutrient consumption by the biofilm directly affects nutrient con-
centration within the biofilm:

rGl ¼ �
1

YH
lHq�HvH

CO2

KH
O2
þ CO2

CGl

KH
Gl þ CGl

ð30Þ

rAm ¼ �
1

YA
lAq

�
AvA

CO2

KA
O2
þ CO2

CAm

KA
Am þ CAm

ð31Þ
nd aspect ratios; (a) Ly = 50 mm, (b) Ly = 30 mm, (c) Ly = 20 mm, (d) Ly = 15 mm.
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rO2 ¼ �
aH�YH

YH
lHq�HvH

CO2
KH

O2
þCO2

CGl

KH
GlþCGl

� bHq�HvH
CO2

KH
O2
þCO2

� aA�YA
YA

lAq�AvA
CO2

KA
O2
þCO2

CAm

KA
AmþCAm

� bAq�AvA
CO2

KA
O2
þCO2

ð32Þ
4.2. Two species

A multidimensional continuum biofilm model is used to study
changing permeability of a packed porous bed of spheres. The
biofilm is assumed to be composed of the bacterial species
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and EPS. Growth and diffusion kinetics
are described by monod expressions for Glucose and Oxygen,
stoichiometric ratios of Pa to EPS and Glucose to Oxygen, and yield
coefficients. Parameter constants can be found in Wanner–
Cunningham–Lundman [17].

gPa ¼ lq�PavPa
CGl

KGl þ CGl

CO2

KO2 þ CO2

ð33Þ

gEPS ¼ kgPa ¼ klq�PavPa
CGl

KGl þ CGl

CO2

KO2 þ CO2

ð34Þ

Nutrient consumption by the biofilm directly effects nutrient con-
centration within the biofilm:

rGl ¼ �
1

YPa=Gl
þ k

YEPS=Gl

� �
gPa

¼ � 1
YPa=Gl

þ k
YEPS=Gl

� �
lq�PavPa

CGl

KGl þ CGl

CO2

KO2 þ CO2

ð35Þ
Fig. 5. Relative differences between 2D and 3D Simulations with variable domain sizes
rO2 ¼
1
i

rGl¼�
1
i

1
YPa=Gl

þ k
YEPS=Gl

� �
lq�PavPa

CGl

KGlþCGl

CO2

KO2þCO2

ð36Þ
5. Results and discussion

Multidimensional effects are studied by taking limiting scenar-
ios towards lower dimensional analogs. This is done by increasing
the size of the domain until it is effectively independent of the
dimension. An objective of this work is to establish the limiting
conditions which will show when lower dimensional models pro-
vide a good approximation to higher dimensional ones. Periodic
boundary conditions are used to model part of a large system far
from the edges, thus when the size of the computational domain
increases, it essentially decreases the resolution of the heterogene-
ities associated with multidimensional effects. Therefore, if the size
of the computational domain increases, then the effects of the mul-
tidimensional heterogeneities decreases tending towards a one
dimensional model.

5.1. Comparison of one dimensional and two dimensional models

Fig. 1a shows that the one dimensional model predicts higher
growth rates than the analogous two dimensional model, and that
the two dimensional model converges to the one dimensional
model for large domain widths. Also, in Fig. 1a comparisons are
shown with the work of Wanner–Gujer [1] and Shafahi–Vafai [4].
As expected, a larger domain yields higher growth rates since in
a larger domain the potential would increase more uniformly from
and aspect ratios; (a) Ly = 50 mm, (b) Ly = 30 mm, (c) Ly = 20 mm, (d) Ly = 15 mm.
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top to bottom. In a smaller domain where multidimensional effects
play a more important role, the potential should change relatively
more in the horizontal direction, thus horizontal gradients become
more relevant. It is expected that parts of these horizontal gradi-
ents to interfere with each other, leading to an overall decrease
in the biofilm expansion velocity.

As seen in Fig. 1b, the relative difference between the one and
two dimensional models increase as the size of the domain de-
crease. Interpolating over the relative differences gives a continu-
ous error map over variable domain sizes from 10 to 50 mm, as
shown in Fig. 2a.

A change in initial surface geometry results in a change in nutri-
ent diffusion behavior within the biofilm domain which results in a
change in biofilm growth. Fig. 3a shows the result of changing the
relative ratio of surface structure perturbation amplitude to mean
initial height. The perturbation is taken to be a sinusoid on the bio-
film surface prescribed by where H and A are the initial height and
amplitude of the perturbation, respectively.

H þ A sinð4px=Lx þ pÞ

Upon averaging the biofilm height over the domain, as seen in
Fig. 3b the initial surface geometry plays a minimal role in predict-
ing net biofilm growth, with the net effect averaging out to be
similar to a flat surface. The case with a greater varying surface
results in slightly slower growth rates, due to the presence of more
Fig. 6. Interpolation of relative differences between 2D and 3D simulations with varia
variations in the horizontal direction at the expense of vertical
variations.

5.2. Comparison of two dimensional and three dimensional models

Fig. 2b shows the method used to compare the two dimensional
and three dimensional models. Limiting scenarios on the domain
were taken such that the domain was shrunk in one direction
and held constant in the other, so the shape of the domain is rect-
angular with a variable aspect ratio. Comparisons were made be-
tween the 2D and 3D model predictions. The 2D model
effectively matches the 3D model when one domain length is ex-
tended beyond a certain limit. Figs. 4 and 5 show the effects of
changing the size and aspect ratios of the three dimensional do-
main, and how the three dimensional models converge to their
two dimensional analogs at larger domain sizes.

The domain in Fig. 4a is such that it is held at 50 mm in the
y-direction while made smaller in the x-direction. As was shown
in the two dimensional case, a 50 mm domain width provides an
excellent approximation of the limiting scenario. Thus the three
and two dimensional models predict similar values when one do-
main width direction is held at 50 mm. When the domain is re-
duced in one direction, due to small widths multidimensional
effects become more important in that direction and the two-
dimensional model deviates more significantly from the three
dimensional growth rate predictions.
ble domain sizes; (a) Ly = 50 mm, (b) Ly = 30 mm, (c) Ly = 20 mm, (d) Ly = 15 mm.



Fig. 7. Spatial error maps displaying the discrepancy in going from 3D to 2D simulations; (a) t = 4 days, (b) t = 6 days, (c) t = 8 days, (d) t = 10 days.

Fig. 8. Comparison between 1D and 3D biofilm growth with variable domain sizes; (a) biofilm growth, (b) relative differences.
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As was the case between the 1D and 2D comparisons, the three
dimensional biofilm grows more slowly than it does in the equiv-
alent two dimensional case. Again this is because the potential in
the three dimensional case varies more in the horizontal directions
than in the two dimensional case. Thus the gradient of this poten-
tial, which is the biofilm expansion vector, has a larger horizontal
component which does not contribute to its vertical growth.
Fig. 6 displays the error maps establishing the range of validity of



Fig. 9. Spatial error maps displaying the discrepancy in going from 3D to 1D simulations; (a) t = 4 days, (b) t = 6 days, (c) t = 8 days, (d) t = 10 days.

Fig. 10. Multidimensional effects of 2-species model; (a) mean thickness of 2-species biofilm growth with shearing, (b) permeability reduction of a porous bed.
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2D model predictions compared to the 3D model. Fig. 7 displays
the error maps when both the x and y direction lengths are chan-
ged at different times.

5.3. Comparison of one dimensional and three dimensional models

Fig. 8a and b display the growth rate predictions between the
1D and 3D models. Also shown in Fig. 8a is the comparison with
the results of Wanner–Gujer [1] and Shafahi–Vafai [4]. These fig-
ures show the effects of changing the size of a square domain for
3D biofilm growth, as well as their relative differences with the
1D model. Fig. 9 shows the error map when both the x and y
direction lengths are changed at different times.

The error maps show that the one dimensional and three
dimensional predictions begin to diverge significantly at domain
widths of around 20 mm. For domain widths greater than
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20 mm, the one dimensional model predictions provide relatively
similar predictions as the three dimensional models.
5.4. Comparison of one, two and three dimensional models applied to
the changing permeability of a packed porous bed

Using the two species biofilm model composed of bacterial
species P. aeruginosa and EPS, the multidimensional models are
applied to investigate the changing permeability of a porous med-
ium composed of a heterogeneously packed bed of spheres [18].
Details of the porous media model, and its various geometrical
attributes, are given in Shafahi–Vafai [4].

The results for the biofilm growth and permeability ratio
reduction are given in Fig. 10a and b. As noted before, the three
species model has a slower growth rate in higher dimensional
models. This is also the case when a two species model is con-
sidered. This leads to a slightly lower rate of decrease of the
permeability of the porous bed for higher dimensional models.
It is established that the one dimensional porous media model
is in very good agreement with its two and three dimensional
analogs.
6. Conclusions

A general multidimensional, multispecies, heterogeneous con-
tinuum biofilm model was developed. Two general case studies
were analyzed for multidimensional effects, the first being a
3-species system composed of heterotrophic bacteria, autotrophic
bacteria and EPS, and the second being a 2-species system com-
posed of the bacteria P. aeruginosa and EPS. For the 3-species
system, error maps were developed giving the relative differences
of the one, two and three dimensional model predictions. For the
2-species system, the biofilm model was applied to a porous
media model defined by a packed bed of spheres, and the changes
in permeability were predicted and analyzed. In general, the range
and validity of the one dimensional models was established and
was found to cover a wide range of applications.
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